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SPTLL,).991,

PLASTER,FI,LI. 1i],iX194X2OOC]\,1 COURTES\ ROBERTLINDSAYGAILERY.

MELBOLIRNE

f, ncoded into the substance of Jan
I N.lron', *hire objects are a mulritude
tc ot theories and hisrories. Einstein's
p idea of the "other dimension,"
k Darw.in's discourse on evolution and
reproduction, Freud's speculations on
hysteria, and Irigaray's hypothesis on
fema.le fluids are mixed with biographies

of Marie-Antoinette, Thdroigne

de

Mdricourt, Emma \Tedgwood, Marie
Curie and others, to curdle like milk
22

with

emerging

existence as hermetically sealed matter
offered few blemishes through which the

from this process of crossbreeding-milk

viewer could trace their coagulated

infested

alier.r bacterii

The whey-color.d

ob]..*

"pales," "milk maidens," milk urnsformed the basis of Neison's work for a
number of years. The metaphor of milk
running rhrough each project is an
allusion to the impossibiliry of nurturance

and fertiliry; the double bind created in
nature for women.

The puriry of these wori<s and their
ARI

+ ItXT 5l

t995

conrent. In many ways they were the
logical extension of Nelson's hypothesis

of steriliry.
\n 1994, Nelson 1eft the tap dripping
on her milk urn and the mold was broken.
\7here once the works were ossified, the
effect of Spill was to untighten the valve
and create opportunities for reinvention.

Consisting of a plaster-cast milk urn,
decorated on top with a nineteenthcentury "lovers" figurine, and a blue felt
carpet and plinth covering, Spilldisplays
the essential elements of Nelson's overail
project-the object and its museum
support-with a sense of renewed

reveals the "calamitous event" used by
Nelson to create novei causes and effects
enabiing a reinvestigation of seminal
works in the catalogue of modern art

complexiry.

recent inventiveness.

Given the ariane elegance of Spil[ ir
seems rather iricongruous that Nelson has

history. Incident 1960 is the logical

extension of this catastrophe theory, and

provides further evidence of Nelson's
Plaster casts of pieces of broken
flowerpot sit atop a pedestal. In their

shattered state they have become null and
void while simultaneously achieving new
status as objets d'art. As with all of
Nelson's work, the date in the title gives a
clue to the elaborate meaning of this
work. 1960 was che year French artist
Yves Klein took his famous "leap into the
void," his action being a grand moment
in the theory of immaterialiry.
Much controversy has surrounded this

cited the futuristic sci-fi flick Terminator
2 as precursory to the work, and yet the
connection between the film android's
liquefaction and reconstitution provides a
strong clue to the artisr's investigarions

into the biomorphic transmutations

effecting the ebb and flow of her ideas.
ln Spill we see the crossover taking

place in Nelson's practice between
nineteenth-century thought and its
repercussions

in the twentieth

century.

Her work parallels rhat momenr in
history when science fiction emerged as a
strong literary impetus for the description

of a world entering a new millennium.
Theories of time travel and vitalist
doctrines informed debates about the
prudence of railway travel, H. G. \fells
created his proto-Srar Trek machirc, ar,d
Mary Shelley brought life into a replicant.
Spill also represents the crossover in

art from figuration to abstraction, and

from art formed by sentimentaiity to
manifestos of utopian moderniry. The
droplets of plaster milk that have been
released from the nineteenth-century
vessel of romance collect in Nelson's
work to form new visionary patterns in

the shape of Jean Arp's paintings and
sculptures.
It is no small coincidence that Nelson
should have chosen the idea ofaccidental
seepage and leaking as the point ofartistic

rebirth, since her work has consistently
dealt with the human reproductive
system as well as the system ofreplication
occurring in the art museum. Her work is

often a take on the Darwinian
explanation of creation as proceeding
from the liquids of the earth rather than
the celestial heavens. The evolution of
species is caused by the emission of seed
that will ferdlize the egg. Given the strike
rate of sperm to egg, procreation can be
viewed as a fluke instead of a certainrya notion especially evident in Nelson's

small pedestal work, Turkel Baster
(tee3).

Spill,

in its titie

INCIDENT 1960, 1994,2

and appearance,

EA,, PLASTER,

\TOODEN PEDESTAI AND LABEL,

160

X 59 X 36 CM, COURTESY

ROBERT LINDSAY GALLERY, MELBOURNE.
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